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A DEVICE FOR CHECKING THE DYNAMIC CHARAC
TERISTICS OF A MULTI-ELEMENT VACUUM TUBE

Walter C. Hunter. Enid, Oklohoma
As a result of the rapid developments in the field of multi-element

tubes. many ot the possible fields ot application for them are relatively
unexplored. If the optimum value is to be obtained from their use. &
means of checking their dynamic characteristics and plotting a response
curve must be placed at the disposal of the experimenter. It is the pur
pose of this paper to d1scuss the design of such a device, and report the
results of its application in an investigation of the possible gain and
attendant ftdel1ty of one of the new tUbes-namely the type 5'1' pentode.
The method. described is applicable to any portion of the frequency
spectrum, but was used only in the aud10 range.

An audio oscillator of sinusoidal output, the frequency of wb1ch
was dependent upon an! external capacity. waa used to feed a triod linear
ampl1tier which in turn fed the stage to be tested. The oscUlator waa a
type 30 tUbe arranged in unity-coupled hartly manner with a taped audio
inductance. The oscillator and linear amplifier were battery powered
and so designed that reasonable deterioration of the batteries would not
materially affect the caUbration. Calibration was accompUshed by the
method of comparison with a standard-pitch Baldwin grand piano. The
accuracy of calibration is not critical; only the constancy is of paramount
importance. The overall output of the oscillator and llnear amplifter was
studied by use of a cathode ray oscilloscope, and proved to be quite nearly
sinusoidal, and constant in loop form regardless ot frequency or outpUt
level.

A vaccum-tube voltmeter of novel design was developed. It was
necessary that it be sensitive to potentials of a very low order and that
all stray audio frequency due to ineffective detection be ellm1nated. To
these ends a bridge circuit was used, the plate load of whim was &
resistance suitable to match the plate impedance of the tube. Th1s load
was by-passed with a small capacity to increase the effectiveness of the
rttCtifter action. A vacuum-tube voltmeter is not linear and- it was
deemed wise to make all measurements in the same range to facWtate
accuracy. For this reason a calibrated noninduct1ve ratio bridge was
used as the plate load of the stage under consideration.

If the grid matching and plate loading impedances be constant
and their values known (by using resistance). the potential drOP over
them can be converted to a power ratio. It was desired to determine the
gain within the stage in terms of decibels. The formula for the gain ja

D. B. = 10 loglO(Power output / Power inpUt).

but power ja equal to E'IR: hence

D. B. = 20 10glO(Eo.t I E ••) + 10 101'10 (R. I R,) •

The potentlals E are obtained with the vacuum-tube voltmeter. The
known grid and plate resistances R. and R" are constants; 10 the 1aat
term of the foregoing equation becomes a constant for any set-up and need
be computed but once. In tact it only affects the placement In terms
of D. B. and for purposes of gain comparison may be neglected.

We tound tbat by departing from the convent1ona1 WIe of the
screen grid when the tube 18 used as a pentode and applJlna .. potential
to It greater than dlat appUed to the plate, by the plate load drOp, a
l'e8pQD8e curve resulted wh1ch W88 eaaentta1JT flat, free from UDdeIIrable
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dtPl found in the conventional curve at about 800 cycles and 1nd1cative
of a rain more than 10 per cent greater than that obtained by the
conventional alTay. By departtn,g from the conventional triode use of
the tube 10 aa to use the elements successively as control grids and plates
.In the order of their dJstance from the cathode. a response curve resulted
which 10 far surpassed the curve of the conventional array as to suggest
that a tube designed with a great number of grids used in that manner
would be the answer to the search for an ideal ampl1fter tUbe. Not only
11 the response very flat. but the gain is greater than that due to the
conventional triOde, and the .low-frequency rise is rapid. thus extending
the useful portion of the audio spectrum to a new low level. an extension
80 necessary to true hlgh-ftdeUty.
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